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Abstract(
The effect of an Al2O3 interlayer on the thermal conductance of metal (Al) / non-metal 
(diamond and silicon) interfaces is investigated using Time Domain ThermoReflectance 
(TDTR). Interlayers between 1.7 and 20 nm are deposited on oxygen-terminated diamond and 
hydrogen-terminated silicon substrates using Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD). Their overall 
conductance is then measured at temperatures ranging from 78 to 290 K. The contributions of 
the interlayer bulk and its interfaces with both substrate and metallic overlayer are then 
separated. Values thus obtained for the bulk interlayer conductivity are comparable with 
existing data, reaching 1.25 Wm−1K−1 at 290 K. Interface contributions are shown to be very 
similar to the values obtained when a single Al/substrate interface is investigated, suggesting 
that interfacial oxides may govern TBC independently of the interlayer’s thickness. 
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1.(Introduction(
The finite Thermal Boundary Conductance (TBC) between metals and dielectrics has 
attracted an increasing interest in recent years because at the nanoscale, interfaces are 
becoming non-negligible limiters of heat transfer.[1]  Indeed, the use of ever increasing 
circuitry density in chips and processors leads to an accordingly increasing heat generation 
density, which has to be evacuated through a correspondingly higher maze of resistive 
interfaces.[2]  On the other hand, a finite TBC can also be used as a tool to decrease the overall 
thermal conductivity of a multilayer material.[3, 4]  The TBC is additionally an important factor 
in the calculation of the heat conduction of superlattices[5, 6]  even though recent evidence 
shows that for highly ordered superlattices, coherent phonon transport may balance the 
influence of interfaces.[7]  Compared to early measurements in cryogenic conditions on 
macroscopic samples[8], advances in characterization techniques have enabled conductances 
to be measured experimentally on an increasing variety of interfaces[9-13], and also at higher 
temperatures. So far, the measured data, especially at high temperatures, have mostly been an 
unresolved challenge for existing models.[8, 14, 15] Measured TBCs can be much higher than 
predicted, especially if the phonon spectrum of the two materials in contact is highly 
mismatched, as is the case with Au- or Pb-diamond interfaces.[9, 12]  
Many modifications to the Acoustic[14]and Diffuse[8]Mismatch Models have therefore been 
proposed to account for the observed differences between existing models and experiments. 
Typically these modifications involve the addition of a scattering parameter[16], consideration 
of interfacial states[17], and bond strength[18],or of many-phonons processes.[19]Other models 
consider the contribution of electrons to heat transfer between metals and dielectrics,[20, 21] but 
experimental evidence from Stoner and Maris[9] and Lyeo and Cahill[12] on the Pb-diamond 
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system suggest that electrons take a negligible part in heat transfer at metal/dielectric 
interfaces. Furthermore, molecular dynamics (MD) simulation by Choi et al.[22]  suggest that 
this effect may be negligible. More complex MD approaches[22-28] have been developed and 
seem promising, but except for one based on Density Functional Theory (DFT)[22], empirical 
potentials are used and their results, however useful qualitatively, must be taken with caution. 
A further approach consists in using a Green’s function formalism, either with harmonic 
interatomic potentials[29]  or with potentials calculated using first-principles methods[27, 30]. 
The ability of this last method to account efficiently for an interfacial stiffness different from 
the bulk[31]  or the presence of foreign atoms at the interface[32, 33] makes it a promising 
method to calculate TBCs in real systems. Its main drawback is the computational cost of 
calculating real interatomic potentials. 
On the experimental side, relatively few contributions exist showing the effect of an 
interfacial layer on a metal/dielectric TBC, the noticeable examples consisting of polymer 
layers [31, 34, 35], silicides [36, 37], oxides [38, 39], or an additional metal layer.[40]  "In the past few 
years Al2O3 layers deposited on silicon by Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) have gathered 
interest for several potential applications. Indeed, ALD is viewed as a potential replacement 
high-k material for SiO2 or SiO2/SiNx/SiO2 in Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor 
(CMOS) technology and other transistor technologies.[41-44] It is also a good candidate for 
surface passivation layers in solar cells[45-47],  especially the passivated emitter rear locally 
diffused cells. It is further successfully used to encapsulate organic electronic devices[48-50] 
and is expected to help improve the lifetime of Li-Ion batteries.[51] While much effort has 
been put into describing its electric, mechanical, chemical and diffusion properties of ALD 
alumina, only little effort has been made to characterize its thermal properties.[52]  This 
knowledge could be relevant because the miniaturization of microelectronics increases 
significantly the criticality of thermal management. In a previous study, Lee et 
al.[53]characterized the thermal conductivity of various sputtered amorphous Al2O3 thin films 
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using the 3ω method[54]  and found that their conductivity could vary by as much as a factor of 
two depending on the sputtering technique. However, they worked with relatively thick films, 
in the 0.5-2 μm range, which impairs the measurement of interface conductances. It can be 
anticipated that these latter conductances will be responsible for an increasing fraction of the 
overall thermal barrier imposed by the film when its thickness diminishes, motivating the 
present contribution, in which the effect of a nm-sized Al2O3 interlayer on the conductance at 
Al/diamond and Al/Si interface is investigated. Specifically, layers of 1.7, 4.5, 6.7, 10 and 20 
nm of amorphous Al2O3 are deposited on diamond and silicon substrates by ALD, and are 
then covered with an 140 nm thick Al overlayer. The obtained samples are then investigated 
using Time Domain ThermoReflectance. The aims of these measurements are twofold: i) to 
measure the interface contribution of the conductance of this interlayer as a function of its 
thickness and temperature, and ii) to provide thermal conductivity data of nm-sized 
amorphous Al2O3 layers. 
2.(Experimental(
2.1.$Sample$preparation$
Clean, oxygen-terminated monocrystalline diamond substrates were produced by exposing 
[100]-oriented diamonds to an Ar:O plasma in a Fischione model 1020 plasma cleaner. Clean, 
hydrogen-terminated silicon substrates were prepared by dipping a [100]-oriented wafer in a 
conventional buffered HF:NH4 F (1:6) solution. Al2O3 layers of nominally 1, 3, 5, 10 and 20 
nm were then deposited by ALD using a BENEQ TFS200 apparatus (Beneq Oy, Vantaa, 
Finland, deposition temperature: 200 ̊C). The samples were then re-exposed to the Ar:O 
plasma and transferred to a Balzers BAS 450 DC sputter deposition system in which a 140 nm 
Al layer was deposited at a speed of 6 Ås−1 over all samples.  
2.2.$Transmission$Electron$Microscopy$
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TEM cross-section lamellae were prepared using a Zeiss NVision 40 FIB to verify the layer 
thicknesses on the diamond substrates with 1, 3, 5 and 10 nm layers. TEM samples were 
prepared from the Si substrate samples using conventional tripod polishing followed by a light 
ion bombardment. These samples were imaged using a FEI CM300 High Resolution 
Transmission Electron Microscope (HRTEM). 
2.3.$Time$Domain$ThermoReflectance$
2.3.1.$Setup$$
TDTR experiments were performed using a setup described elsewhere in detail.[55]  In a 
nutshell, it uses a Spectra Physics Tsunami laser producing 200 fs pulses at a repetition rate of 
80 MHz and a wavelength of 790 nm. Its beam is split into two parts, the pump and the probe. 
The pump is modulated at 10.7 MHz using an electro-optic modulator (EOM) and passes 
through a mechanical delay stage which can create a delay of up to 4 ns between pump and 
probe pulses. After being filtered to differentiate their wavelength[56], both pump and probe 
beams are focused to overlapping spots of about 5 μm e−2 radius using a microscope objective. 
The fluences used range between 0.1 (at low T) and 0.3 mJcm−2, leading to temperature rises 
below 1 K in the metal layer. Steady-state heating of the samples was also estimated to be 
below 1 K using the formula derived by Cahill.[57]  The reflection of the probe from the 
sample (which is schematically represented e.g. for a diamond substrate in Figure 2(d) is sent 
to a fast photodiode, the signal of which is filtered, pre-amplified, and sent to a lock-in 
amplifier (LOA), which is also used to generate the modulating signal for the EOM. By 
measuring the signal in the photodiode at various delay times, a cooling curve of the sample 
surface over at maximum 4 ns delay is obtained. The ratio of the in-phase (X) and out-of-
phase (Y) signals from the LOA are fitted using an analytical model first developed by 
Cahill.[57] It consists in using the approach for a frequency domain solution and to 
extend it to an analytical solution of the heat flow in layered structure developed by 
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Feldman[58]. Indeed, taking the Hankel transforms[59] of the gaussian power distribution 
of the pump and the probe beams (of e−2 size w0 and w1 respectively), they can be 
convoluted in the k domain to get a solution of the form: 
 
Δ! = 2!" ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !"! (1) 
with A the power of the pump beam and G(k) the Hankel Transform of the frequency-domain 
solution of the heat transfer problem of interest. This integral over k can be truncated at about 2 !!! + !!! ! !!!without a large loss of accuracy[57]. Feldman[58]proposed an algorithm to find 
an analytical solution for G(k) in a layered structure. It consists in first defining temperature 
coefficients B for the forward and backward propagating waves for each layer[60]: 
!! = 4!!!! + !"!!!!  (2)  
  Γ! = !!!! (3) !!!! ! = !!!! !!!!!! 00 !!!!! Γ! + Γ!!! Γ! − Γ!!!Γ! − Γ!!! Γ! + Γ!!! !!!! !!!  (4) 
with dn , Cn and κn respectively the thickness, volumetric heat capacity and heat conductivity 
of the n-th layer. Using Equations (2) to (4) starting from the bottom layer –the substrate– and 
assuming that in the timescale of interest, heat cannot reach the bottom of the layer (i.e. B+ = 
0, B− = 1), the values for B+ and B− at the top layer –the metallic film– can be calculated. A 
Boundary conductance can be modeled using a very thin layer with a heat capacity close to 
zero. Using Equations 3 and 4 G(k) is then: 
! ! = !!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!  (5) 
Equation (5) can then be combined with Equation (1) to accurately describe the frequency 
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domain solution of the layered system. To calculate the response as a function of the time 
delay, each laser pulse, being much shorter than the period P between the pulses, can be 
considered as instantaneous. Since the pump beam is modulated at frequency f and the lock-in 
amplifier picks the frequency components at ± f , the delay time t is treated as a phase 
component equal to zero at t = 0 and t = P . These statements are expressed as follows[57]: 
!" Δ!!(!) = !"!" Δ! !! + ! + Δ! !! − ! !!!!"! !!!!!!   (6) !" Δ!!(!) = −! !"!" Δ! !! + ! − Δ! !! − ! !!!!"! !!!!!!   (7) 
with !"!" a factor containing the thermoreflectance coefficient and the gain of the electronic 
circuit. In an ideal case, M should be set to ∞ but in any practical case taking M = 10Ptmin-1, 
where tmin is the minimum time delay considered, gives sufficient accuracy provided that the 
convergence of the sum in the real part is hastened by a factor of the form !!! !!!"# !" . 
The heat capacitites used in the model of Al, Si and diamond were taken from Touloukian[61]. 
The same source was used for the thermal conductivities of Al and Si. The thermal 
conductivity of diamond was taken from Hudson[62].  
 
2.3.2.$Al2O3$layer$intrinsic$thermal$conductivity$measurement$$
Sensitivities, Si(T), to the model used to extract thermal properties are calculated as follows: 
!!(!) = !"# !(!,!)!(!,!)!"# !(!)  (8) 
with i the parameter of interest, in our case the conductivity k and volumetric heat capacity C, 
t the delay time between pump and probe, and T the temperature. The calculation is performed 
using the thermal conductivities measured by Lee et al.[63] and the heat capacity of sapphire 
from Touloukian.[61]  The thermal conductivity used in the model is assumed isotropic since 
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the frequencies used are high, yielding identical results in a 1D or axially symmetric 
model.[60]  
Sample surface cooling curves are measured by TDTR at temperatures between 78 and 290 K 
using an optical cryostat cooled by liquid nitrogen. The results for the conductivity of the 
Al2O3 interlayer are then calculated by fitting the X/Y ratio of the obtained curves using Equ. 
(6) and (7). The parameters allowed to vary are the conductivity of the Al2O3 layer and that of 
the substrate since very small spot sizes are used, which is known to significantly reduce the 
measured conductivity of solids with mean free paths longer than the spot size.[33, 64] After 
measuring the apparent thermal conductivity kapp of the Al2O3 layer at each thickness d, the 
inverse of its equivalent apparent stack conductance, h−1, is plotted against the thickness: ℎ!"! = !!!"" = !!!"# + !!!" (9) 
Using this relation and fitting the obtained points with a regression curve, the slope of the 
curve is the inverse of the intrinsic thermal conductivity of the layer, kint, and its regression to 
zero is the inverse of the contribution of interfaces, hbd. The error σ on the values obtained this 
way are then calculated as follows[65]:  ! !!"#!! = !!"#!! !"#(!"#!! !)!!!   (10) ! ℎ!"!! = ! !!"#!! ℎ!""!! !"#  (11) 
with R the correlation coefficient of the fit and N the number of measurements. 
3.(Results(
Figure 1 shows the sensitivity analysis of the data extraction model to κAl2O3 and CAl2O3, 
calculated using Eq. 8. Only one example is shown for the sensitivity to CAl2O3 , because the 
sensitivity to heat capacity increases with interlayer thickness, so if the model was sensitive to 
CAl2O3, the thickest layer investigated would show it best. 
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Figure 2 shows examples of the images used to determine the exact Al2O3 interlayer 
thicknesses. The contrast is better on the Si substrates because samples are thinner when 
prepared by tripod polishing, and the interatomic distance between Si atoms is wider, making 
it easier to discern atomic columns. 
Figure 3 shows examples of fits using Eq. 10 obtained on thermal resistances measured on 
the Al2O3 layers on Al/Al2O3/Si and Al/Al2O3/C substrates, with respective interlayer 
thicknesses of 6.7, 10 and 20 nm (Al/Si) and 1.7, 4.5, 6.7 and 10 nm (Al/C). Half of the 
temperatures have been removed for clarity (trends are monotonic). 
Figure 4 (a) shows the values obtained for the cross-plane thermal conductivity of an Al2O3 
interlayer, compared with literature values from Lee et al.[63]. Figure 4 (b) shows the values 
obtained for Al/Al2O3 and Al2O3/X (X=C,Si) interface contributions to the conductance of the 
Al2O3 interlayers, compared with literature values for Al/O:C[33], Al/H:Si[64] and 
Al/SiO2/Si[66]  interfaces. 
Figure 5 presents the same results as in Figure 4, except that apparent conductances happ 
instead of conductivities κapp were extracted using the thermal model. The heat capacity of the 
Al2O3 interlayer was accounted for by artificially increasing the Al layer thickness in the 
fitting model. The blue lines show an extrapolation of the spline fit made on the data without 
ALD deposited interlayer. 
4.(Discussion(
The calculated sensitivity of the data extraction model to κAl2O3 and CAl2O3 shown in Figure 1 
suggests that in the timescale considered our experiment is much more sensitive to κAl2O3 than 
to CAl2O3 (this trend would be reversed if thick (>300 nm) layers were used). We thus can use 
CAl2O3 of sapphire without risking an error greater than the variability of a TDTR 
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experiment.[55]  The regions of highest sensitivity are taken into account when calculating the 
fits to the experimental data at each temperature. 
From Figure 2 we deduce that Al2O3 film growth is initially faster than expected, yet even the 
thinnest ALD layers deposited are dense. Indeed, as a crystalline Al layer has been deposited 
onto the amorphous oxide layer, diffraction contrasts would inevitably be visible in a cross-
sectional TEM image if the ALD layer had formed islands.  The rapid initial growth rate of 
this continuous layer must, therefore, be caused by bonding effects, the underlying layer 
increasing the probability of atom bonding compared to what obtains on thick amorphous 
alumina. Figure 2 (c) suggests no variation in film density throughout its thickness. Indeed, if 
existing, such a variation would be highlighted by a contrast in transmitted electron intensity. 
This fact is confirmed in Fig. 3 by the fact that no trend departure from the linear regression at 
low thicknesses can be observed at most thicknesses. 
"Measured thermal conductivities shown in Figure 4 (a) for both the Al/Al2O3/C and 
Al/Al2O3/Si systems indicate that the data can be separated into two classes: 
• at temperatures above 140K, data fall approximately midway between 
measurements made by Lee et al.[63] and agree reasonably with each other. The 
obtained data also compare well with measurements on amorphous alumina 
produced by anodization[67], as well as other data on ALD deposited thin films 
extrapolated to lower temperature.[52]  
• below 140 K, values start to vary substantially. The large variations  below 140K 
can be rationalized by three effects: 
1. In data extracted by a procedure like that represented in Figure 3 for diamond 
substrates, the total resistance values for thin interlayers at low temperatures 
are largely dominated by the interface contribution, the latter dropping more 
rapidly with decreasing temperature than the thermal conductivity. Hence 
scatter in the total interface conductance measured may lead to significant 
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uncertainty in the slope, from which the conductivity is derived.  
2. With decreasing temperature the phonon mean free path in the interlayer may 
become of the order of the interlayer thickness for the smallest thicknesses, 
which may reduce the effective conductivity of the layer. For the thermal 
conductivities measured without taking this effect into account, the mean free 
path of phonons can be evaluated to be clearly below 1 nm. According to 
Cahill and Pohl [68] the phonon mean free path is typically half of a wavelength 
far below the high temperature limit.  For temperatures below 150K and elastic 
properties of alumina this would lead to a phonon mean free path on the order 
of 1 nm. Hence it cannot be excluded that including layers as thin as 1.7 nm in 
the linear extrapolation may slightly affect the evaluated thermal conductivity 
of the alumina layer, causing a linear regression fit using Eq. 2 to no longer be 
valid, e.g. in the curve obtained at 78 K in Figure 3 (b).  
3. At temperatures between 120 and 160 K, water vapor pressure becomes of the 
order of the overall pressure in the cryostat[69]  (measured to be of about 10−5 
mbar during operation). Some ice may therefore have evaporated from the 
coolest parts of the cryostat and re-deposited on the sample’s surface, changing 
its heat capacity and thereby its cooling response. Even though i) no ice was 
observed at the sample’s surface using the microscope objective used to focus 
the laser and ii) steps such as shielding the sides of the sample using copper 
pieces acting as cold fingers and using clean samples surfaces to prevent ice 
nucleation were taken to reduce the risk of ice contamination, this possibility 
cannot be discarded in the event of the formation of a nm-thin, homogeneous 
layer.  
We therefore discard thermal conductivity data obtained below 140K. Data obtained above 
140 K are on the other hand coherent, confirming the approach adopted here for film 
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thicknesses in the range from 4 to 20 nm (and probably also for higher thicknesses, as long as 
the fitting model used doesn’t become too sensitive to heat capacity). 
If we compare the present data for interface contributions to the conductance between the Al 
overlayer and the substrate with literature data from Duda (Al/SiO2/Si) and from a previous 
contribution[33], one finds that (Al/O:C) shows values very similar over the whole investigated 
temperature range. This suggests that i) the Al-O bonding at the interface is the factor 
enabling the high TBC observed between Al and oxygenated diamond[32, 33, 70] and ii) these 
interfacial oxide states should be treated in a model trying to quantify TBC, as e.g. in Ref.[29] . 
To further verify this assertion without polluting the analysis with potential numerical 
artifacts mentioned above, in Figure 5, the obtained TDTR cooling curves are re-analyzed 
using an interfacial conductance term containing the interlayer conductivity and the 
conductances of both its interfaces is plotted as a function of temperature. The heat capacity C 
of the interlayer of thickness dAl2O3 is accounted for by artificially increasing the Al overlayer 
thickness by an amount equal to dAl2O3CAl2O3/CAl. The black fitting curves of the TBCs hbd,d  
were obtained using a spline fit hbd,0 of the Al/O:C data and by adding the stack resistance of 
the amorphous Al2O3 layer with conductivity κAl2O3 and thickness dAl2O3: ℎ!",!!! = ℎ!",!!! + !!"!!!!!"!!!  (12) 
the conductivity values were obtained by taking the average of the maximum and minimum 
values of amorphous Al2O3 provided by Lee et al.[63], as they are more precise over the whole 
considered temperature range. The difference in TBC measured with and without an Al2O3 
interlayer is accounted for quite well using an equivalent stack conductance. The only 
substantial discrepancy is visible for the 1.7 nm layer at very low temperature, but this may 
well be due to ballistic effects within the layer, diminishing its conductivity. 
Overall, the accuracy of the obtained comparison between the interface without and those 
with an Al2O3 interlayer suggest that as far as the contribution of TBC is concern
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layer deposited on O-terminated diamond can be treated like an Al/Al2O3/diamond triple layer 
with a zero Al2O3 layer thickness. Conversely, the boundary conductance contributions of the 
Al/Al2O3 and the Al2O3/diamond interface are equal within experimental error to the 
Al/O:diamond interface contribution. 
Finally, note that the presence of a layer between two materials affects the TBC between them 
even for an interlayer thickness as thin as 1.7 nm, a fact that is important when considering 
interface engineering approaches to increase TBC between materials.[22, 26, 28] Indeed, with 
phase velocities and Debye temperature between those of Al and diamond, Al2O3 meets the 
criterion set by these References to improve thermal transport across the Al/diamond 
interface; however, its own contribution to the interface conductance is, at least in its 
amorphous state, non-negligible even for a nanometer-thin layer. 
5.(Conclusion(
Time Domain ThermoReflectance has been used to investigate the interface conductance and 
bulk conductivity contributions on Atomic Layer Deposited Al2O3 thin films deposited 
between Si or C substrates and Al overlayers. A method is presented to decouple the 
conductance and conductivity contributions using measurement on samples with varying 
interlayer thicknesses. The results obtained for the intrinsic thermal conductivity of ALD 
deposited Al2O3 fall halfway between existing literature data, steadily increasing up to a value 
of 1.25±0.15 Wm−1K−1 at ambient. 
The comparison of the Al/Al2O3/C TBC values presented here with values obtained on 
Al/O:C in a previous contribution suggest that the presence of a monolayer of oxygen at the 
surface of diamond changes the way heat passes through the interface between Al and 
diamond by creating Al:O interfacial states. This conclusion might also hold for an Al/SiO2/Si 
interface as the obtained values are very close, but further experiments using a SiO2 interlayer 
with varying thickness would be necessary to confirm this fact. Indeed, our results show that 
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adding amorphous Al2O3 at the interface changes the effective measured TBC in agreement 
with a simple stack conductance calculation using literature values for amorphous Al2O3 
conductivity, while the contributions from the interfaces stay unchanged. 
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Fig. 1 Sensitivity analysis of the parameters kAl2O3 and CAl2O3 using Equation 8, as a function 
of both time and temperature.  
    
 18 
 
Fig. 2 Example of the images used for the Al2O3 interlayer thickness measurements. Point a), 
and c) show cross section images from diamond substrate samples prepared by FIB. Point b) 
shows the Si substrate counterpart of a) to show that the thickness of the layer is the same on 
both substrates (for a 1 nm layer, value on C: 1.8±0.3 nm, on Si: 1.7±0.1 nm, for a 3 nm 
layer: on C: 4.5±0.3 nm, on Si: 4.5±0.1 nm, for a 5 nm layer: on C: 6.2±0.5 nm, on Si: 
6.2±0.1 nm, for a 10 nm layer: 10.0 ±0.1 nm. Part d) shows a schematic diagram of the 
samples investigated in the case of a diamond substrate. 
    
 19 
 
Fig. 3 Examples of fits obtained on plots of happ-1 vs Al2O3 interlayer thickness d, in the case 
of a Si (a) and a diamond (b) substrate. The error bars account for a variability of 10 % 
observed when measuring the same interface twice. 
 
Fig. 4 Conductivities of the Al2O3 interlayer (a) and Al/Al2O3/X (X=C, Si) interfacial 
contributions to thermal conductance (b,c) values from the fits in Figure 3. The error bars 
account for the quality of the fit (Eq. 10 and 11) and the variability of the data. Literature 
from Lee et al.[57] (a), Minnich et al.[55], Duda et al.[58] (b) and Monachon and Weber 
[33] (c) are shown for comparison. 
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Fig. 5 Overall conductances obtained for the Al/Al2O3/O:C interfaces, directly measured as 
conductances (the heat capacity of Al2O3 was accounted for by artificially increasing the Al 
layer thickness in the fitting model). The top black curves is a spline fit of the TBC values 
obtained on the Al/O:C interfaces (data taken from Ref. [33]) and the other lines consist in 
the same curve, modified to account for the thermal conductivity of the Al2O3 interlayer. 
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